Let DdC n be a bounded domain with C°°-smooth pseudoconvex boundary, and letp^dD be any point. By a two-sided bumping family of D at p we mean a family of smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domains {A}-i^<i satisfying the following properties :
= -(*,+!) pj 1 dp t +2pT 1 dp Q .
Note that there exist constants C 0 and C f (for any s>0) such that (2) dpj5 flo^C0 dp$ Thus the constant C=l + C 2 C 3 satisfies the requirement. § 3. The Proof of the Continuity Principle
In order to avoid hiding the essentials behind technical details, we will prove here in detail Theorem 2 for the case a =Q. Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of this. At the end we will then indicate, how the proof has to be modified in order to give Theorem 2 for general a.
Let D, {D^-^t^p^dD and the neighborhood U of p be given so as to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, take z^D\U and let B^=B ( S\°,z) Combining (5) and (6) we obtain
by Lemma 1. On the other hand it follows directly from Lemma 1, that
Thus the proof of Theorem 2 for a =Q and of Theorem 1 is finished.
The proof of Theorem 2 for arbitrary a is completely similar except that we must have approximating functions B^^Hf^(D t9 z) for Bfg^, z). In order to realize this additional restriction one only has to replace the use of DonnellyFeSerman's vanishing theorem by that with weight functions of the form N log|z-w| 2 (^V r >l). For such a modification of Donnelly-Fefferman's vanishing theorem the reader is referred to Ohsawa-Takegoshi [O-T] .
In order to see, that the Corollary on the Bergman metric follows from Theorem 2 3 we only have to recall ? that = l and g(z) = 0}
for any z^D and any tangent vector X at z.
